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4Word Jumble Marvellous Mountains

Games can help us remember words.

Rearrange the letters in the mixed-up words to spell real words.  
Use the clues to help you work out each jumbled word.  

One has been done for you.

Fill in the gaps using the words from each Word Bank.

Jumbled word Clue Answer

       beemd to fix firmly in something _______________

       wsamr a large flying group of animals _______________

       ceiper go through something _______________

       carne  to stretch or lean your head forward _______________

       rquiev to shiver or tremble _______________

      etanmd a bike for two people _______________

     bbmoard continuous attack using bombs _______________

      agshlty something unpleasant _______________

     oomuisn seems something unpleasant may happen _______________

      asrcelt a shade of red _______________

      nnunicg sly, able to trick people _______________

Word Bank

highest             Asia             metres             Himalayas             located

Mount Everest is the _____________________ mountain 
found on Earth. Everest is ___________________ in the 
__________________ in ____________. Everest is around 
8,848 ________________ high.

Word Bank

second             extreme             climb             harder             conditions

K2 is the ____________ highest mountain in the world.  
It is also found in the Himalayas. K2 is 8,623 metres 
tall and is considered _____________ to _____________ 
than Mount Everest due to its _____________ weather 
__________________.

Word Bank

free-standing          eruption          volcano          extinct          dormant

Mount Kilimanjaro is the tallest _____________________ 
mountain in the world, at 5,895 metres, and is also a 
____________. Its last major ____________ was around 
100,000 years ago. It is made up of three volcanoes. 
Two are e_____________, while one is d_____________.

Word Bank

Alps                precise                ice                Italy                summit       

Mont Blanc is between _________________ and France  
and is one of the highest points in the ______________. 
Mont Blanc is around 4,808m high, although because 
of the ever-changing thickness of the ____________ at 
the ____________, no _____________ height is set.
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5It’s All Relative… Pronouns Varying ‘Very’

Relative pronouns may sound tricky, but they are quite the opposite. 
We are going to focus on three of them: who, which and that. 

Relative pronouns refer back to a noun which has been  
mentioned earlier in a sentence. See the examples below.  
The relative pronouns refer back to the underlined words.

John lives in Newcastle, which is south of Scotland.

The player of the match was Olivia, who scored three goals.

I liked the round, green chair that was very comfortable.

Complete each sentence using the relative pronouns who, which or that  
to add more detail. One has been done for you.

I love Christmas Day  _______________________________________________________ .

My friend lives in London ___________________________________________________ .

Pass me the red ball ________________________________________________________ .

Fruit hung from the trees ___________________________________________________ .

The ninja hid from her enemy _______________________________________________ .

The tomatoes were picked from the plant ____________________________________ .

Rather than using a mild word and making it stronger  
with ‘very’, you can just use a strong word. For example,  

rather than saying ‘very happy’, you can say ‘joyful’.  
This is more precise and powerful writing.

Match the strong words from the Word Bank to the ‘very’ phrase  
with the same meaning. One has been done for you.

Word Bank

sluggish     

luminous      

vibrant     

adorable     

exhilarating     

spotless     

meticulous     

lavish

tiny     

exceptional 

very detailed ______________________________________________

very colourful ______________________________________________

very clean ______________________________________________

very bright ______________________________________________

very cute ______________________________________________

very exciting ______________________________________________

very fancy ______________________________________________

very slow ______________________________________________

very small ______________________________________________

very special ______________________________________________

which I always celebrate with my family

meticulous


